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In Sakuri, a young woman is about to
be sacrificed to the vampiric
Noblewoman who reigns over the
village. But before the princess can
drain the life from the woman, a young
man tries to slay the vampire. He fails
and manages to escape, but in doing so
incurs the wrath of the entire town. The
citizens of Sakuri have entered into a
pact with the Undead princess and her
monstrous bodyguards. With the ritual
offering disrupted, the vampire's
armored bodyguards vow to murder the
villagers one by one until the would-be
hero is captured. When Vampire
Hunter D learns of the villagers'
bargain he knows he faces several
almost impossible challenges-can he rid
the town of the parasitic demons that
plague it? What if Sakuri's inhabitants
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don't want to be rescued? And can he
uncover the secret that even the
vampire Noble is afraid to speak? * The
lead character has also been the basis of
a best-selling PlayStation console game.
Yoshitaka Amano has visualized other
worlds of wonder as the artist of the
Final Fantasy game series. Now, with
Elegant Spirits, our own world's ancient
treasures of literature and legend are
richly evoked through Amano's
paintings and illustrations! Elegant
Spirits first contains Amano's
adaptation of The Tale of Genji, a
psychological exploration of courtly love
written a thousand years ago by Lady
Murasaki, and often considered to be
the earliest novel ever written. The
second half of Elegant Spirits is
Amano's Fairies, his portrayals of the
many magical beings of English and
Celtic lore and drama--from brownies
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and the Seelie Court, to Merlin and
Nimue, to Shakespeare's Puck and
Titania. The images of Elegant Spirits
are accompanied by excerpts of text,
poetry, and the stories that accompany
these unforgettable figures of the past.
Overwatch has taken the world by
storm, boasting millions of players and
gaining critical acclaim. Now, in this
beautiful hardcover, Blizzard
Entertainment reveals the creative
process behind one of the most popular
FPS games of all time! Filled with neverbefore-seen art as well as commentary
provided by the game’s development
team, this book is sure to please any
Overwatch fan. · Never-before-seen
artwork! · Essential companion to the
international best-selling game
Overwatch! · Introduction and
commentary provided by the game’s
development team! · Overwatch is a
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global phenomenon with 30 million
players! · Produced in close partnership
with Blizzard Entertainment! · Behindthe-scenes look at your favorite
characters! · Overwatch creation
revealed!
Yoshitaka Amano's HERO volume 1
Written by Yoshitaka Amano and Jessie
Horsting Art by Yoshitaka Amano 96
pp, full color, $12.99 Paperback Now, at
last, HERO is ready to be released! One
of the most acclaimed and awardwinning artists of his time, Yoshitaka
Amano debuts his first American
comics project since Sandman: The
Dream Hunters and Elektra-Wolverine:
The Redeemer. One of the original
concept artists for the Final Fantasy
series of video games, along with
creation and design of characters such
as Vampire Hunter D and Gatachman
(known as G-Force, or Battle of the
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Planets in the United States), Amano
now focuses his creative vision on his
own creation Hero! In Hero Chapter
One: From New York to Paris, he
searches for the woman whose love he
has never doubted, Hero crosses history
and continents. Hero needs to know the
reasons why his beloved Lady begs his
forgiveness, and only by following her
from Parisian cemeteries, to the Las
Vegas strip and to Kyoto, can he hope
to discover the truth - not only of his
own love story but also of his Lady's
betrayal. Accompanied by Victor Noir,
an assassinated Napoleonic truth-teller,
and tormented at every turn by Rudra,
a shape-shifting mischievous demon,
Hero seeks out his forgotten past.
Featuring lavish, full-page illustrations,
accompanied by text by writer Jessie
Horstig, Hero is at last complete and
ready to debut, appealing to comic fans,
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fiction readers, and manga enthusiasts
alike.
Vampire Hunter D Volume 9: The Rose
Princess
The Art of Yoshitaka Amano
Vampire Hunter D Volume 25: Undead
Island
??

D is a vampire hunter--and
he's just been paid ten times
his asking price to do exactly
that, an assignment to
destroy Duke Van Doren,
administrator of the northern
Frontier. Among the
complications are that no
less than three other groups,
each with their own agenda,
are headed for the Duke
themselves...and D's
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supposed to hang back from
striking until his target has
eliminated all three! The
question is, will the Duke
oblige the terms of the
contract--or does he actually
want to be destroyed?
For over 20 years, the
character Vampire Hunter D
has haunted the
imaginations of people
around the world, its image
forever etched in the mind's
eye through the dazzling
artwork of Yoshitaka Amano.
As the original novels appear
in English for the first time,
American readers are
clamoring for a more
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extensive look at this
singular creation. Coffin
obliges. This gorgeous
retrospective embraces the
full scope of Amano's work
with the character: in the
novels, as inspiration for the
animators of the two
theatrical films, rare
paintings, and illustrations
created for release as limited
edition prints. In addition to
the breathtaking artwork,
Coffin features an original
Vampire Hunter D short
story by creator Hideyuki
Kikuchi, available nowhere
else.
In Japanese Buddhism,
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twelve generals—the Juni
Jinsho—stood guard over the
cosmos at the points of the
zodiac. But now they have
vanished, and nothing stands
between us and the forces of
darkness, except Deva Zan,
a samurai without a
memory. To restore order to
existence, he must marshal
not only his own fighting
skill, but find companions
that can cross the
boundaries of time and
space—to join him in a battle
that will stretch from the
fields of ancient Japan, to the
streets of modern New York
City—and to dimensions
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beyond human
comprehension! Dark Horse
has the honor to publish
Deva Zan, Yoshitaka
Amano's first fantasy novel
as an author as well as an
illustrator!After an epic ten
years of planning, Amano
has made Deva Zan his
personal expression of the
legends of Asia for his
Western readership.
The adventures of Vampire
Hunter D continue!
Vampires: murderous
creatures in the shape of
humans, they stalk the night
feeding on the blood of
innocents. Seemingly
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immortal, they can be
destroyed only by the use of
a stake through the heart,
severing of their heads, or
exposure to sunlight. By the
year 12, 090 A.D. vampires
have ruled the Earth for
almost 300 years, and it is
only these weaknesses that
have kept these foul
monsters from totally
overrunning the world. But
what happens when those
rules no longer apply? The
village of Tsepesh sits in the
eternal shadow of an
abandoned castle, a onetime
stronghold of the Nobility,
the vampire lords who rule
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the devastated wasteland of
the future. Ten years ago
four children disappeared
while playing near the castle,
only to mysteriously
reappear a month later. Now
vampires have begun to
hunt in the daylight. Are the
two events connected? The
villagers turn to the vampire
hunter known only as D, but
as he follows the children,
now adults, the answers he
finds may be more terrifying
than anything he could ever
imagine. FOR MATURE
READERS
1 : the Art of Final Fantasy
Vampire Hunter D Omnibus:
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Book One
The Worlds of Final Fantasy
Dawn
Essay by Rachel Kushner.
Foreword by Carlo McCormick.
Since beginning his career at age
fifteen with the legendary animation
studio Tatsunoko Production,
Yoshitaka Amano has become one
of the most acclaimed artists and
illustrators at work today.
Displaying a rare range, his oeuvre
encompasses everything from
minutely observed still-life sketches
to full-color paintings on an epic
scale, from children’s storybooks
to dark adult fantasy, from
theatrical productions to video
games to sculpture to commercial
design. Yoshitaka Amano:
Illustrations offers a concise survey
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of this remarkable artist’s career to
date. It includes selected full-color
pieces for series such as Final
Fantasy, Vampire Hunter D and
Gatchaman (Battle of the Planets),
as well as for Amano’s own
creations like Hero and N.Y. Salad.
Packed with sketches, commentary,
and interviews, this beautiful
volume opens a window into the
world of Amano.
A new omnibus collecting the first
three volumes of Vampire Hunter D!
It is 12,090 A.D., thousands of years
since the human race nearly
destroyed itself in a nuclear war--a
folly foreseen by those who waited
to emerge out of the
underground...not from shelters,
but from crypts! The aristocratic
vampire lords known as the Nobles
inherited our world, and with dark
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science and immortal patience
made real the things that mortals
had merely dreamed, whether
voyaging to the distant stars, or
conjuring monsters to roam the
Earth. Yet the grand civilization of
the Nobles has grown decadent,
and as the terrorized remnants of
humanity at last found the strength
to rebel, their undying lords have
been pushed back to the
Frontier--the violent borderlands
where humans still remain the prey
of vampires, who for all their
knowledge and power have never
lost their obsession with our living
flesh, blood...and souls! In this
bizarre and deadly far future the
most dangerous thing of all is not a
vampire, but the one who hunts
them--the one who is half them--a
dhampir, the unearthly beautiful
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wanderer known as D. The Vampire
Hunter D Omnibus collects the first
three novels in author Hideyuki
Kikuchi's adventure horror series:
Vampire Hunter D, Raiser of Gales,
and Demon Deathchase. Illustrated
by Final Fantasy artist Yoshitaka
Amano, this book is only the
beginning of a legend!
Ahem! You better read this closely,
’cause we’ve got a red-hot
relaunch on our hands here-and I
should know! Harley Quinn here to
let everyone know that I got a brandnew monthly series here with a
brand-new status quo. I’m coming
back to Gotham City to make up for
the sins of my past, and help the
city recover from “The Joker War”!
But there’s no welcoming
committee waiting for me, your
favorite Maid of Mischief! And
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between you and me, some real
creeps are working to keep the city
broken. We can’t let that happen,
can we? Rising-star writer
Stephanie Phillips, my new partner
in crime, takes me into a bold new
era with her partner in artistic crime
Riley Rossmo, who I gotta say
designed a real nice new costume
for me. You’re not gonna wanna
miss this one, folks!Ahem! You
better read this closely, ’cause
we’ve got a red-hot relaunch on our
hands here-and I should know!
Harley Quinn here to let everyone
know that I got a brand-new
monthly series here with a brandnew status quo. I’m coming back to
Gotham City to make up for the sins
of my past, and help the city
recover from “The Joker War”! But
there’s no welcoming committee
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waiting for me, your favorite Maid of
Mischief! And between you and me,
some real creeps are working to
keep the city broken. We can’t let
that happen, can we? Rising-star
writer Stephanie Phillips, my new
partner in crime, takes me into a
bold new era with her partner in
artistic crime Riley Rossmo, who I
gotta say designed a real nice new
costume for me. You’re not gonna
wanna miss this one, folks!
Yoshitaka Amano: The Illustrated
Biography Beyond the Fantasy
Limited Edition
Shinjuku
Worlds of Amano
Yoshitaka Amano: The Illustrated
Biography-Beyond the Fantasy
On an isolated island, vampire Nobility
run a mysterious laboratory, continuously
pumping out a white mist which compels
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the inhabitants of a nearby fishing village
to become the vampire's slaves! When the
village tries to retaliate, their fighters
never return. The vampire hunter known
only as D has been sighted on the island,
but how did he come to be there, and
whose side is he on, and will any mortals
survive the brewing conflict? This twentyfifth volume features seven new
illustrations by Final Fantasy designer
Yoshitaka Amano.
First volume of a 3 bolume set chronicling
the art of the Final Fantasy series. This
volume covers Final Fantasys I through
III.
Begin each morning by communing with
your angels, using the 365 channeled
meditations in this beautiful gift edition by
best-selling author Doreen Virtue. Each
page offers a comforting and uplifting
message that sets a positive and healing
tone for the day. This material also
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functions as a divination tool, as you can
ask a question and open the book to a
thought that provides guidance, support,
answers, and encouragement. Daily
Guidance from Your Angels will keep you
centered in peacefulness throughout the
day, and will help you remember that your
angels are always beside you, ready to
assist you with every area of your life. A
beautiful ribbon bookmark bound into the
spine is the perfect way to easily mark
your place, both morning and evening.
This book makes the perfect gift for those
you love . . . including yourself!
"Previously available only as a part of the
now sold-out The Sky: The Art of Final
Fantasy Boxed Set or still-available The
Sky: The Art of Final Fantasy Slipcased
Edition, Dark Horse is pleased to offer the
stunning visions of designer Yoshitaka
Amano as individual volumes. The Sky
Book Two contains Amano's sketches and
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paintings for Final Fantasy IV (1991), V
(1992) and VI (1994), depicting
characters such as Cecil Harvey, Rydia,
Bartz Klauser, Lenna Charlotte Tycoon,
Faris Scherwiz, Terra Branford, Locke
Cole, Sabin Rene Figaro, Shadow, Setzer
Gabbiani, Celes Chere, and, of course,
Mog (among many others!). Bonuses
include Amano's art for the 1994 Final
Fantasy Grand Finale CD, the 1994
Pinball Mandala series, and advertisement
lithographs of the 1999 Final Fantasy
Collection exclusive watch. The truly
impressive Book Two of The Sky is almost
twice the size of the other books in the
series, yet value priced! Don't miss your
chance to return to the strange and
beautiful realms of Yoshitaka Amano with
The Sky: The Art of Final Fantasy Book
Two!"
Vampire Hunter D Volume 19: Mercenary
Road
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Consept Design Works
??????
Vampire Hunter D Vol. 2

Worlds of Amano provides a
rare look inside the
creative process of one of
the most influential
popular-culture artists
working in Japan in the
last thirty years.
Originally published in
France, Worlds of Amano
presents a unique overview
of Yoshitaka Amano's
diverse work. This vast
introduction allows one to
take in the full measure
of the immense talent of
this famous Japanese
illustrator, who is so
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well known for his designs
of the Final Fantasy video
games. Eclectic and
apparently without limit,
Amano's art is stunning.
Drawing on numerous
projects from over the
last thirty years with
many rarely seen
illustrations, this book
captures the rare beauty
and inspiration of Amano's
vision. * Available for
the first time in English.
First volume of a 3 volume
set chronicling the art of
the Final Fantasy series.
This volume covers Final
Fantasys I through III.
Writer and director
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Christopher "mink"
Morrison (Dust) and
legendary artist Yoshitaka
Amano (Final Fantasy,
Vampire Hunter D) join
forces to craft an
unforgettable tale of
destiny, danger, and hardboiled sorcery, featuring
over a hundred original
illustrations by Amano! In
the year 2020, bounty
hunter Daniel Legend finds
himself tracking a quarry
of a different kind: his
long-lost sister. Armed
only with his wits, his
gun, and a mysterious
postcard, Daniel makes his
way to the heart of the
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seedy Shinjuku district of
Tokyo, where a clash
between two underworlds the criminal and the
infernal - threatens the
very fabric of reality.
The ultimate tribute to
fantasy and science
fiction artist Yoshitaka
Amano! This limited
edition slipcase contains:
The 328-page Yoshitaka
Amano: The Illustrated
Biography--Beyond the
Fantasy. This handsome,
landscape-style hardback
contains nearly 400
illustrations and photos
from the incredible career
of Final Fantasy designer
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Yoshitaka Amano. An
elegant 96-page landscapestyle softcover with
French flaps: Yoshitaka
Amano--Paris Sketchbook,
following the artist
through the city in a
photo essay, and
collecting the sketches he
made along the way. A
region-free Blu-ray
(subtitled in English)
with almost three hours of
material: extensive
discussions with Amano in
his home, studio, and
archives, as well as a
"live draw" showing
Amano's exact technique
from blank sheet to
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finished Vampire Hunter D
painting! Two minilithographs made by Amano
exclusively for the
Limited Edition. An
individually signed and
numbered card from Amano!
Bleed Them Dry
Coffin
Hero Yoshitaka Amano
Daily Guidance from Your
Angels
When a quartet of robbers
leaves a trail of slaughter
through a town, the mayor looks
to hire a pair of bounty hunters
to bring them to justice. But their
path is blocked by an army of
soldiers! If they want to survive
the journey, they must enlist the
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help of the Vampire Hunter
known only as D. * All-new
volume of the bestselling series.
* Seven line illustrations by Final
Fantasy designer Yoshitaka
Amano.
Yoshitaka Amano: The Illustrated
Biography-Beyond the
FantasyDark Horse Comics
Celebrate more than 25 years of
Kirby, the popular pink hero of
the best-selling series of video
games from Nintendo. A stylish
new collection of art and
designs from the best-selling
Kirby video games. Featuring
twenty-five years worth of
sketches, artwork, Japanese
video game box art, and more.
With exclusive notes from
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creators and artists who have
brought Kirby to life throughout
the years.
Immortal vampires and humans
live side by side peacefully in
engineered mega-city, Asylum.
Until, impossibly, someone
starts murdering vampires.
Assigned to the case, Harper
Halloway unearths a deeper
truth: humanity's future has
been edited. A NINJA VAMPIRE
TALE. The year is 3333. Earth is
in a state of recovery. Vampires
are real, and though far less
populous, they thrive alongside
humans in the Japaneseengineered mega-city known as
Asylum. People have come to
understand that some Immortals
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are good, some are bad, and
most navigate the world without
incident. There is peace. That
is...until now. Someone is
brutally murdering vampires.
And Detective Harper Halloway
has been assigned to the case.
To solve it, she’ll have to unearth
a much deeper truth: The future
of humanity has been edited.
Collects the complete six issue
series.
Fairies
Deva Zan
The Art of Vampire Hunter D
The Art of Final Fantasy

"THE DREAM HUNTERS is a
lovingly-crafted piece of work.
Russell produces ... as faithful an
adaptation as one could ever
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hope for." IGN THE
SANDMAN: THE DREAM
HUNTERS is a graphic novel
adaptation of Gaiman's novella
of the same name, illustrated by
Yoshitako Amano. The world
was different in old Japan. In
those days, creatures of myth
and legend walked upon the
earth, swam in the sea, flew
through the air. Some were wild
and some, at great cost, could
be tamed.So it was that a wily
fox made a wager to dislodge a
humble young monk from his
home and lost her heart in the
betting. So it was also that a
master of the demons of this
world set his own eyes on the
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monk, seeking to seize the pious
man's inner strength for his own.
And so it was, the King of All
Night's Dreaming would find
himself intervening on behalf of a
love that was never meant to
be.... Adapted by P. Craig
Russell from the award-winning
story by NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Neil Gaiman,
THE SANDMAN: THE DREAM
HUNTERS is a richly evocative
return to the world of The
Dreaming, seen through entirely
new eyes. Collects the entire
4-issue series as well as a
sketch section by P. Craig
Russell. Also included is a cover
gallery that includes work by P.
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Craig Russell, Yuko Shimizu,
Mike Mignola, Paul Pope and
Joe Kubert.
D accompanies a convoy
delivering a vampire Noble to
face public trial for his crimes
against humanity. However, the
Noble's enemies have targeted
the men and women of the
convoy, and they are out for
vengeance! Can D bring himself
to kill humans in order to protect
the Noble under his charge?
"Vampire Hunter D is a solid
mixture of horror, sci-fi and
fantasy." - Otaku USA
"In a fleeting last breath, a
beautiful woman on her
deathbed hands a strange
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gemstone to D and asks that he
deliver it to her sister in a remote
North Sea fishing village. As D
cuts across never-ending
expanses of Frontier in search of
his seaside destination, he is
relentlessly attacked by wave
after wave of mercenary and
monster...all employed by the
man who murdered the young
girl. In order to grant a dying
wish, D must find a way to keep
this priceless jewel out of
everyone's covetous reach, and
all without sacrificing his own
life!"--Amazon.com.
To find more information about
Rowman and Littlefield titles,
please visit
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www.rowmanlittlefield.com.
Harley Quinn (2021-) #1
Vampire Hunter D Volume 28:
the Tiger in Winter
Vampire Hunter D Volume 2:
Raiser of Gales
The Illustrated Guide to Film
Directors

The mysterious D is a vampire
hunter, one of those who
protect the ordinary humans
against the alliance of
mutants and the race of
vampires known as the
Nobility, in the distant future
of 12,090 A.D.
The game Final Fantasy is a
tale of bold heroes and
heroines, breathtaking
landscapes and terrifying
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creatures. "Dawn" collects the
paintings, detailed line art,
and preliminary sketches
designed for the first four
games.
A beautiful celebration of the
life and imagery of Japan's
master of fantasy and science
fiction art! This handsome,
landscape-style hardback
contains nearly 400
illustrations and photos from
the incredible career of Final
Fantasy designer Yoshitaka
Amano. But Beyond the
Fantasy covers far more than
just the famous game series.
Amano's artistic journey goes
back to his first job in
1967--age 15, working on
Speed Racer! From animator,
to illustrator, to
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internationally exhibited
painter, this biography is a
look not only into the work of
Amano's life, but the
influences, techniques,
philosophy, and family that
have nurtured it.
Yoshitaka Amano is one of the
world's foremost fantasy
artists, and this tremendous
boxed set of five books
gathers his ethereal
illustrations for Final Fantasy
games I-X. The Sky is divided
into three softcover volumes,
each printed on high-quality
stock. Volume 1 (144-pages)
contains Amano's work for
Final Fantasy I-III, Volume 2
(276-pages) contains his
contributions for Final
Fantasy IV-VI, and Volume 3
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(156-pages) features art for
Final Fantasy VII-X. The
fourth book in the boxed set,
All About Yoshitaka Amano, is
a smaller softcover. Its 128
pages include an interview
with Amano, information
about his work, a
bibliography, and a visual
index of each illustration that
appears in the three Sky art
books. Completing the set are
an acetate print, two
postcards, and a 96-page The
Sky Premium Flipbook that
lets you see two examples of
Amano's art in motion, all fit
snugly inside a hinged,
decorated box.
The Sky
Yoshitaka Amano
The Sky: The Art of Final
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Fantasy Book 2
Elegant Spirits: Amano's Tale
of Genji and Fairies

12,090 A.D. It is a dark time for
the world. Humanity is just
crawling out from over 300 years
of domination by the race of
vampires known as the Nobility.
The war against the vampires
has taken its toll; cities lie in
ruin, the countryside is
fragmented into small villages
and fiefdoms that still struggle
against nightly raids by the fallen
vampires - and the remnants of
their genetically manufactured
demons and werewolves...
In a village on the edge of the
Frontier, D is among the warriors
and mercenaries hired to defend
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the village from the Black Death,
a notorious bandit gang. But the
bandits don’t arrive, and the
village mayor dismisses the
mercenaries. As D leaves the
scene, he’s struck by “sunlight
syndrome”—the deadly ailment
unique to dhampirs! * The
twentieth volume of the series. *
Features gorgeous black-andwhite line illustrations by
Yoshitaka Amano. * Presented in
English for the first time!
Yoshitaka Amano's HERO
volume 1 Written by Yoshitaka
Amano and Jessie Horsting Art
by Yoshitaka Amano 96 pp, full
color, $19.99 HC Now, at last,
HERO is ready to be released!
One of the most acclaimed and
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award-winning artists of his time,
Yoshitaka Amano debuts his first
American comics project since
Sandman: The Dream Hunters
and Elektra-Wolverine: The
Redeemer. One of the original
concept artists for the Final
Fantasy series of video games,
along with creation and design of
characters such as Vampire
Hunter D and Gatachman (known
as G-Force, or Battle of the
Planets in the United States),
Amano now focuses his creative
vision on his own creation Hero!
In Hero Chapter One: From New
York to Paris, he searches for the
woman whose love he has never
doubted, Hero crosses history
and continents. Hero needs to
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know the reasons why his
beloved Lady begs his
forgiveness, and only by
following her from Parisian
cemeteries, to the Las Vegas
strip and to Kyoto, can he hope
to discover the truth - not only of
his own love story but also of his
Lady's betrayal. Accompanied by
Victor Noir, an assassinated
Napoleonic truth-teller, and
tormented at every turn by
Rudra, a shape-shifting
mischievous demon, Hero seeks
out his forgotten past. Featuring
lavish, full-page illustrations,
accompanied by text by writer
Jessie Horstig, Hero is at last
complete and ready to debut,
appealing to comic fans, fiction
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readers, and manga enthusiasts
alike.
Yoshitaka Amano's lush ethereal
paintings of magical creatures,
spirits, goblins, and apparitions
have been praised and admired
all over the world. In Fairies he
turns his considerable talent to
capturing in breathtaking images
characters from such beloved
stories as Shakespeare's A
Midsummer Night's Dream, the
wizard Merlin and his muse the
intoxicating Nimue, mermaids of
the deep as well as his
interpretation of fairies from
Celtic and Japanese mythology.
The Art of Overwatch
Vampire Hunter D
Kirby: Art & Style Collection
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The Collected Art of Vampire
Hunter D
Collects paintings and line-art
illustrations featured in the
popular graphic-novel series
"Vampire Hunter D" and
appearing on its
paraphernalia, in an art book
that also includes a previously
unpublished short story
written by the series' author.
The Sandman: The Dream
Hunters
Yoshitaka Amano :
Illustrations
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